
Vision 
For many people in the world, 
walking miles while carrying 
heavy jugs of water in  
order to make sure they have 
clean water is a daily reality. 
Many missionaries constantly 
run the risk of contracting 
a disease or parasite from 
the water in the countries 
they are in. This is where 
Pure  Water, Pure Lovesm 
(PWPL) takes action.

The primary goal of PWPL is 
to provide missionaries with 
water filters and the people 
they serve with clean water 
resources. With the help of 
hundreds of churches, PWPL 
provides thousands of water 
filters to missionary families 
and helps fund clean water 
projects.

Pure Water, Pure Love  
impacts lives by providing  
the following: 
• Water filters for   

missionaries
• Water bottles for 

short-term missions teams
• Grants for community 

water filters and wells
• Clean water resources 

for WorldCrafts artisan 
groups 

PURE WATER, PURE LOVE
The Impact of PWPL
 “Thank you so much for blessing our family with water filters 
through PWPL. Knowing that we will be able to have safe drinking 
water for our family, especially our little girls, takes such a load off 
of us.” –PWPL Filter Recipient

 “I have been so excited to see how they have not just drilled 
wells, but have continued to improve them, adding pumps, towers, 
and even solar panels to one of them. The wells have also helped 
the ministry’s orphanage. Previously, children would haul their  
water down a dirt path, or draw it from the dirty canal for  
bathing or laundry. Now it is piped in and they have immediate 
access. And the newly-installed solar panel over the pump makes 
water  available even when the electricity is out, which is often. 
 –PWPL Grant Recipient, Haiti

How You Can Get Involved
Pray for Pure Water, Pure Love
• Pray that God will allow those receiving clean water to know 

Jesus, The Living Water. 
• Pray that those serving overseas will stay healthy as they share 

about Christ.
• Pray that many will be able to hear about Jesus Christ through 

PWPL. 

For more information
about Pure Water, Pure Love,

visit wmu.com/pwpl.


